
  Dining Pods at  
 
 

What are the H Hotel  D ining Pods?  
Our Dining Pods are cozy, heated dome like structures 
that are located outside in the H Hotel Courtyard.  They 
provide a one-of-a-kind opportunity for diners looking for 
a unique experience with family and friends. 
 

What are the D ining Pods made from?  
The Dining Pods are constructed with wood beams and 
clear poly carbonate.  Each unit is equipped with a 
sliding door for entry.   

 

How many D ining Pods are available for rent?  
We have a total of 3 Dining Pods available.  
 

What are the D ining Pods equipped with?  
Each Dining Pod comes with table, chairs, tablecloth and 
table centerpieces, portable heater, JBL Bluetooth 
speaker, dimmable lighting, luxury throws, and table side 
service. 
 

Will  the D ining Pods be warm?  
While the Dining Pods are heated, given the exposure to 
the outdoor temperatures, we do recommend that guests 
dress in warm comfortable clothing 
 

How many people can each D ining Pod 

accommodate?  
The maximum capacity is set at six people per dining 
pod.  
 

What are the Hours of O perat ion?  
Reservation Booking Times are as follows: 
Lunch on Saturdays & Sundays (90-minute seating  
limit from reservation start time) 
 

11:00 11:30 12:00 
12:45 1:15 1:45 
2:30 3:00 3:30 

 

Dinner 7-days a week (120-minute seating  
limit from reservation start time) 
 

5:00 5:30 6:00 
7:30 8:00 8:30 

   
 

 
 

Do I  have to make a reservat ion?    
Yes! Reservations can be made through Open Table 
under our restaurant Café Zinc. On the reservation page 
for Café Zinc under “Experiences,” select either Dinner 
or Weekend Lunch. Please note that a regular 
OpenTable reservation for Café Zinc does NOT secure a 
pod reservation.  Pods can only be booked through the 
EXPERIENCE section 
 

Is  there a food and beverage minimum?  
While there is no charge to rent the Dining Pods during 
regular hours of operation, we do require a minimum 
spend on food and beverage of the following per 
reservation (excluding tax and service). If unable to 
meet the required minimum, the difference will be made 
up via miscellaneous charge. 
 
Lunch: $75 minimum spend 
Dinner: $150 minimum spend 

 

What can I  order?   
We are pleased to feature our menus from Café Zinc in 
our Dining Pods.  Regrettably we are unable to offer 
menus items from 118 at this time. 
 

Are your  pods family fr iendly?   Pet Friendly?  
Our pods are exceptionally family friendly, unfortunately 
pets are not permitted. 
 

What happens when I  arrive?  
Check-in will be at the Café Zinc host stand.  A host 
will escort you and your guests to your pre-set 
personalized pod.  
 

How much t ime wil l  I  have in my pod with a 

reservat ion?  
Reservation length of time stands firm at 90 minutes for 
lunch and 120 minutes for dinner. Sorry no extensions 
are permitted. 
 

What i f  I ’m running late?  
The time slot begins at the time of the scheduled 
reservation, not at the time of arrival. We encourage 
arrival promptly to ensure you don’t miss a minute of 
your dining pod experience! 
 
 


